Directory services are popular among people who search their favorite information on the Web. Those services provide hierarchical categories for finding a user's favorite page. Pages on the Web are categorized into one of the categories by hand. Many existing studies classify a web page by using text in the page. Recently, some studies use text not only from a target page which they want to categorize, but also from the original pages which link to the target page. We have to narrow down the text part in the original pages, because they include many text parts that are not related to the target page. However these studies always use a unique extraction method for all pages. Although web pages usually differ so much in their formats, they do not change their extraction methods. We have already developed an extraction method of anchor-related text. We use text parts extracted by our method for classifying web pages. The results of the experiments showed that our extraction method improves the classification accuracy.
Introduction
Web directory services like Yahoo! Directory or Excite Directory are popular among people for finding their favorite pages. Pages are usually categorized into a category by hand in these services. Now that more than 10 billion pages exist on the Web, it is difficult to categorize all the pages into a category by hand.
Automatic classification of web pages has been studied from the late of the 1990s. The early studies use keywords in the page which they want to categorize (after here "target page"). This method is based on an idea that keywords representing the content of the target page exist in the target page. However a page does not always include descriptions which explain the content or features of the page [Glover 02 ]. For example, text description about cars do not exist on the top page of TOYOTA's web site (http://toyota.com/) although keywords like "Cars" and "Trucks" are given to a figure by alt attribute as meta data. We cannot know whether Aflac is a life insurance company or a car insurance company when we see the top page of Aflac's web site (http://www.aflac.com/) because keywords like "health" and "cancer" do not exist there.
Methods are getting popular that classify a web page by using keywords in the original pages that link to the page (after here "original page"). These methods do not use keywords in the target page. Blum et al. use anchor text for classifying a web page [Blum 98] . Anchor text is text part which has a link to the target page in the original page. In detail, it is surrounded by <A> tag in HTML. They reported that the precision of classification do not change compared to a method using keywords in the target page. Chakrabarti et al. [Chakrabarti 98a ] and Furnkranz et al. [Furnkranz 99 ] use the paragraph including the anchor. They reported that the precision of classification becomes worse when the paragraph becomes longer. Glover et al. use text in the fixed window of 50 words around the anchor [Glover 02] . They reported that text in the fixed window achieves the best result among anchor text, text in the target page and text in the fixed window.
One of the problems of these methods is that they always extract text around the anchor by using a unique rule even if the formats of web pages differ. These methods are designed based on a premise that formats of original pages are unique. However, web pages are designed by various kinds of people. Furthermore, different types of web pages like blogs, Wiki pages and bulletin boards have emerged in recent years. Pages with elaborate layout using <TABLE> tag are also increasing. The diversity of web pages might engender misidentification of text related to the main content of the target page (after here "anchor-related text").
Firstly, it might extract text portions that are unrelated to the anchors of the links. In a page where one paragraph explains one target page, the whole of the surrounding 50 words are related to the target page in high possibility. However, in a page with a link collection, the surrounding part of the anchor might be filled with other links. In this case, the surrounding 50 words are not related to the target page. Fig. Figure 1-(a) gives an example. The anchor to the target page is an anchor with a red ellipse and the topic of the target page is 'economics'. However, many anchors which are not related to 'economics' surround this anchor.
Secondly, important explanations about the target page might exit beyond the surrounding 50 words. Especially in a list page of some information, explanations of the target page also exist in the upper level of the list. Fig. Figure 1 -(b) gives an example. The anchor to the target page is an anchor with a red ellipse and the topic of the target page is 'home schooling'. Although, keywords which are related to 'home schooling' like 'parent', 'children' and 'science' exists in the explanation to the anchor, a direct keyword 'home schooling' does not exist there. Actually, the keyword 'home schooling' exists in the upper-level header in the original page.
A method must be developed which can extract anchorrelated text with high accuracy for solving the disadvantage of the above methods. We have already developed such a method in a previously reported study by analyzing the DOM structure of the pages [Hung 06]. Web pages are described in HTML and are organized in hierarchical structure. DOM is a model to access this hierarchical structure from a program and is standardized by W3C [DOM 98] . We designate a text portion extracted by our method as DOM-text. Our previous study deeply examined where the anchor-related text exists in the page and what element can be a separator of anchor-related text from the view point of the DOM structure of the page. Then it proposed a method for extracting anchor-related text based on this result. Experimental results showed that the proposed method can extract anchor-related text with high precision and with high recall [Hung 06].
The most important achievement of our previous study is that it was the first study which conducts a deep analysis on which part in a web page is related to the target page. Many researchers have used text which may be related to the anchor for many applications in the past [Glover 02, Blum 98, Chakrabarti 98a, Furnkranz 99, Chakrabarti 98b , Amitay 98, Amitay 00, Davison 00]. However, no one has analyzed anchor-related text itself like where it exists in the page, how to extract it, and whether the extraction method itself is effective.
The motivation of this study is to investigate the effectiveness of using DOM-text for classifying web pages into a pre-determined category. We examine how much we can improve the classification accuracy. In detail, we compare DOM-text with four kinds of extracted text, which are used for many applications in the previous studies [Blum 98, Chakrabarti 98a, Furnkranz 99, Glover 02] : (1) anchor text, (2) the whole text included in all the original pages, (3) the whole text of the target page, (4) text in the fixed-window of 50 words around the anchor. We designate text extracted as anchor-related text by any method as "ETS (extracted text segment"). DOM-text is one of the ETSs.
In our former study, we have not examined how much we can improve the classification accuracy by using DOMtext compared to the existing ETSs. We believe that DOMtext is useful for many applications because DOM-text is currently the best ETSs from the view point of the semantic relationship to the target page. However, DOMtext might be too specific to the target page because it is extracted just because it might be related to the target page. Web page classification needs generalization capability in concept because classification has to group several instances into an upper-level concept. For example, if we want to make a category about "zoology", we have to group pages about frogs, pages about swallows, pages about octopuses in to one category. We want to see the generalization ability of DOM-text in this study.
For conducting the experiment of web page classification, we had to make several efforts for identifying original pages of target pages and for identifying locations of anchors in original pages. These problems arise from the flexibility of URL expressions. Because we think that our efforts might be useful for researchers in the area of Web mining, we also introduce our method for identifying original pages and our method for identifying locations of anchors in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 shows the details of the related works. Chapter 3 explains an overview of our previous study about extracting anchor-related text. Chapter 4 explains a classification system we built for evaluating several kinds of ETS for classifying web pages. We also explain a method for identifying original pages and our method for identifying locations of anchors. Chapter 5 shows the result of our experiment. Chapter 6 shows some conclusions and directions for future research.
Related work
This section explains the details of the experiments conducted by Chakrabarti, Furnkranz and Glover et al. (see Table 1 ). In the column represented as "Text", "AT" represents anchor text, "TP" represents the whole text in the target page, "N" represents outlink * 1 text existing in the same paragraph with the anchor, "H" represents text of the headers existing in the upper-level of the anchor (Text surrounded by <H1> <H6> tag). "P" represents text of the paragraph including the anchor, "Fix25" represents 50 words around the anchor.
In the column represented as "Data set", "WebKB" is a dataset for the web search and is constructed of pages of four universities. "Yahoo!" is data constructed of pages registered in Yahoo!. "US patent" is data constructed of patent documents in US. "Web" is data constructed of pages registered in Yahoo! and Open Directory [ODP] and pages linking to those pages in the whole Web.
In Blum's experiment, they showed that using only anchor text achieved nearly the same precision as the precision using the whole text in the target page. In Furnkranz's experiment, they examined the precisions using anchor text, paragraph or header. They showed that the combination of anchor text and header achieves the best precision. Blum's experiment and Furnkranz's experiment achieved * 1 A link with an anchor existing around the anchor to the target page (The classes of the target pages of these anchors are the same).
higher precision than Glover's experiment. The reason is that Blum and Furnkranz use only pages in a closed web site (university web site). Comparatively good explanations are written for the links in a reliable web site, Chakrabarti evaluated classification performance using misclassification ratio that is the ratio of web pages which are classified incorrectly by the system to the all web pages in the test set. Although we cannot know its true precision, we figure that it achieves about 80% of precision. Glover compared whole text in the target page, anchor text, and surrounding 50 words of the anchor. They reported that surrounding 50 words of the anchor achieves the best precision.
Our study aims to classify any pages on the whole Web. Therefore, we compare our DOM-text and Glover's surrounding 50 words of the anchor for classifying Web documents. We follow Glover's keyword extraction method and experimental method in our experiment.
Anchor-related Text
Our former study examined which parts in the surrounding text of the anchor are related to the content of the target page of the link [Hung 06]. It also found some heuristics for extracting those parts. This section briefly introduces an examination method conducted in our former study and the extraction method using found heuristics.
·1 Examination of anchor-related text
Firstly, we realized that there are two types in text part which is semantically related to the anchor from the viewpoint of its location. One is local semantic portion (LSP) and the other is upper-level semantic portion (USP). LSP is text portion which directly includes the anchor or exists nearby the anchor. USP does not include or touch the anchor and exists in the upper-level of its document structure. We conducted the examination on LSP and USP. The objectives of the examination are (i) to see what parts in original pages contain an LSP and a USP and (ii) to find the HTML tags which can divide an LSP and a USP from other text portions in original pages.
The following is an overview of our examination of LSP and USP. We collected 100 pages as target pages in a random manner from the registered pages in Open Directory and collected pages (at most 20 pages) linking to those pages as original pages using Google's backlink search function [GoogleAS] . The total number of the collected original pages is 1108. We examined which parts of each original page are related to the content of the target page. Three evaluators participated in this examination. We con- sidered the text parts that more than one evaluators among three evaluators judged as text parts related to the target page as correct answers of anchor-related text. We examined features on the DOM structure to these text parts.
Our investigation of LSP revealed that an LSP is located in the following four places: table, list (ordered list, unordered list and definition list), paragraph, and DIV object. Table 2 shows the number of LSPs in each place in 1108 original pages. An object that is one of these four types and includes the anchor to the target page (after here "target anchor") always includes an LSP. This finding is useful for narrowing down the part which might include an LSP.
Based on the above finding, we continued to see which kind of HTML tag can divide an LSP from other text segments in original pages. The results showed that an LSP can be divided using a set of two tags (hereinafter, an HTML-tag set ). These two tags are the start tag and the end tag of one HTML object. Sometimes, they are the start tag and the end tag of two different HTML objects.
We found three types of HTML-tag set: a parent-tag set, a sibling-tag set, and a relative-tag set (see examples of these HTML-tag sets in Figure 2 ). The parent-tag set consists of parent tags which directly include the target anchor. In Figure 1 , an LSP is the whole text in a paragraph. It is divided by the parent-tag set, which is a <P> tag and </P> tag of the paragraph in this case. The sibling-tag set consists of sibling tags which are at the same level as the <A> tag of the target anchor. The sibling-tag set can divide an LSP that is in an HTML object including several anchors. In Figure 2 , an LSP is in a paragraph. Several anchors and several line breaks exist in this paragraph. The LSP is divided using a sibling-tag set, which comprises two line break tags in this case. The relative-tag set consists of either the ancestor tags, except the parent tag, or both the parent tag and its sibling tag. The relative-tag set can divide an LSP that is in a table. In Figure 2 , an LSP is a row of a table. The LSP is divided using a relative-tag set (in this case, an ancestor tag), which is a <TR> tag and </TR> tag of the row in this case. If the computer checks the location type, the number of sibling tags, the existence of other anchors, and so on, it can find the HTML-tag set which can separate the LSP from other text portions.
Through the investigation of USP, we found that a USP always exists in a specific location in an original page. Table 3 presents the location of USP and the number of times that USPs appeared in each location. In many web pages, a USP appears in the page title and headers (<H1>-<H6> tag). If the target anchor is in a table, an upper-level element in the DOM structure like the first row of the current table (an table including the target anchor) and another row (not the first low) of the current table usually includes a USP. We give three examples of USP in Figure 3 . In the first example, a USP is in a text portion above a list, which Fig. 2 Examples of HTML-tag sets for separating LSP from other text portions directly includes the target anchor. In the second example, a USP is in a page title. In the last example, a USP is in the first row of a table, which directly includes the target anchor.
·2 Proposal of Extraction Method
Based on the results of the examination in the previous subsection, we developed a method for extracting anchorrelated text. The following presents the details of the method. For extracting LSPs, the method first identifies what kind of object (either a paragraph, list, table, or <DIV> object) includes the target anchor.
(1) If the target anchor is in a paragraph, in a list item, or in a <DIV> object, the method counts the number of line feeder tags and the number of other anchors in the object. The method uses parent-tag set to extract an LSP if there is no line feeder tag. The method uses a sibling-tag set to extract an LSP if there is one or more line feeder tag(s) and more than one other anchor. (2) If the anchor is in a table, the method identifies the current cell which is a cell including the target anchor. Then the method tries to identify the area to be extracted (after here extraction area ) as LSP in the table. From the current cell, it expands the extraction area to nearby cells lengthwise and crosswise until it meets a cell that includes a different anchor. a If the extraction area consists of only the current cell: the method extracts an LSP from the current cell, as in (1). b If the extraction area consists of more than one cell: the method uses the relative-tag set to extract an LSP.
For extracting a USP, the method executes the followings:
• Extract the title of the page (using the title tag)
• Extract all header(s) above the anchor in the hierarchical structure of the original page. The method extracts the nearest header to the anchor if there are several headers at the same level.
• Check whether or not the table header exists if the target anchor is in a table.
• If it exists, extract the table header.
• If it does not exist, extract the first row of the current table and the first row of the upper-level table.
• Extract the text part above the current list (using the line break tag) if the anchor is in a list.
·Evaluation of extracting anchor-related text
We conducted experiments to evaluate our extraction method of anchor-related text. We created a dataset comprising 200 real pages. We invited three evaluators to participate in our experiment to judge real anchor-related text. We compared the text segments which were extracted by our method and the text segments judged as "anchorrelated" by evaluators. Experimental results showed that our method extracts LSPs, USPs, both LSPs and USPs in high precision and in high recall (97.01% and 93.94%, 89.43% and 74.35%, 94.08% and 85.03%, respectively). They are higher than other existing extraction methods. Fig. 4 Process flow of our system for the experiment
Classification System
We developed a system for the experiment which compares classification results using several kinds of anchorrelated text. It is necessary to collect original pages of the target pages and find the location of the target anchor in each original page. Actually this cannot be done easily because of the variety of the URL description on the Web. We conducted several devices to deal with this problem. This section explains the process flow of the system and the above devices.
·1 Process Flow
The process flow of our classification system is shown in Figure 4 . The input is positive target pages whose real category is the target category which the user (the user of the classification system) wants to classify and negative target pages whose real category is not the above category. Actually they are input in the form of their URLs. This system firstly collects the original pages of the target pages. Then, it extracts anchor-related text from the original pages. This extraction is conducted by our method explained in the last section. After that, it extracts features for the machine learning algorithm. Finally, it builds the classifier using the extracted features. The classifier decides whether or not a specific page is categorized to a target category. We use SVM [Cristianini 00 ] as a machine learning algorithm which is strong at dealing with high-dimension data.
·2 Collection of Original Pages
The system collects the original pages of the target pages by using Google SOAP Search API (Beta) [GoogleAPI] (After here, GoogleAPI). The system does not collect all the original pages in the URL list returned by GoogleAPI. It collects only the pages which are real original pages in high possibility by using our filter. We built this filter by investigating the URL descriptions of real web pages.
The objective of this filter is identifying web pages which do not include target anchors (Step 4), web pages which are in the same web site of the target page * 2 (Step 3a and 5a) and web pages in which only a small part of the page differs from the target page * 3 (Step 3a and 5a). The detailed process of the filter is as follows. 
1) Extract the domain

4) If S X(i) does not exist in Google cache or the shortened domain SD T of D T does not exist in S X(i) , consider that a target anchor does not exist in X(i),
do not obtain X (i) , i ← i + 1, and return to Step 2. 5a) If k does not exist where
, consider X(i) as a sibling web page, do not obtain X (i) , i ← i + 1, and return to Step 2.
The domain (D T and D X(i) extracted in Step 1 and
Step 2) is a host name which is a part of the URL by deleting "http://" and the latter part after the first '/' (corresponds to the part which represents the directory name and the file name). Furthermore, "www.*Y =." (expressed in regular expression) is deleted in the domain. Using only the domain part is for recognizing links from the same web site as internal links (links within the site).
Deleting "www.*Y =." is for dealing with the situation where the website allows users to access the web site when the users omit "www" in the URL. This is also for recognizing load sharing. Some websites have several web servers for load distribution like "www1" and "www2". We want to exclude the links which is apparently internal links in Step 3a.
The reason of using the Google cache of the original page X(i) in Step 3 is that the target anchor is sometimes missing because the original page is edited by the author. * 2 Mostly, which has a link for navigation like "Back" and "Next" or a spam link. * 3 Mostly, found in Blog sites and shopping sites. Surrounding text of the anchor in the original page is the same as the text in the target page although the content of the diary or the product differs. Designated as "Sibling web pages" in this paper. * 4 i is an order returned by GoogleAPI. * 5 http://www.google.co.jp/help/features.html#cached Step 4 checks the existence of the shortened domain SD T in the source file S X(i) . This is because the anchor to the target page is sometimes missing in the source file S X(i) because of the cache timing.
Shortened domain SD T in
Step 4 is for dealing with the variety of the URL description. Shortened domain SD T is only the part of the URL which represents the name of the organization like company and school. The definition of shortened domain is the first text part of the URL until the first period in which "http://" and "www.*Y =." are deleted. For example, when the URL is "http://www.abc.com", it is "abc". Some web sites allow users to use several kinds of URL (like "abc.com" and "abc.net") to access the same web site. However, different web sites might use the URLs which only differ in the top-level domain (gTLD) (like "abc.com" for ABC company and "abc.net" for ABC community). We want to exclude only the source file S X(i) in which the URL of the target page does not exist in high possibility.
However the above rule to identify the domain cannot always extract the name of the organization because the server names * 6 are not always "www.*". For example, when the URL is "http://news.abc.com", the server name is "news". When we consider "news" as a shortened domain name, the shortened domain name for "http://news.xyz. com" is also "news". Therefore, we conducted the investigation of server names. We used 40,190 pages registered in the third level in Yahoo! Directory [Yahoo] for the investigation. Table 4 shows the result. It shows the server names which are used for more than 9 pages. We extract the shortened domain by using the above rule and considering these names as server names.
·3 Extraction of Anchor-related Text
Anchor-related text is extracted by using the method explained in Section 3. We need to identify the location of the target anchor in the original page. However we found that comparing the URLs of the anchors in the original pages with the URL of the target page often fail to identify the target anchor in the original page. The followings are examples of fail when we use the simple URL matching * 6 The text token (split by the period) in front of the organization name is usually the server name in the LAN of the organization.
(We summarize all of the failing patterns although some of them are explained in the previous subsection.). We use "http://www.abc.com" as a target page in these examples.
• http://www.abc.com/index.html Because many web servers give the robustness or flexibility about the URL description, users can usually reach the same web site by inputting the above patterns of URL. We developed a method which gradually narrows down the part of URL for comparison. This method tries to adopt the following comparisons from 1) to 4) until it finds the match. The philosophy of this method is that trying comparisons in descending order on the precision. Each of the comparisons compare the text of href in each <A> tag in the original page (after here, "hrefURL") with the URL of the target page (after here, "target URL"). 1) Compare hrefURL with the full URL of the target page. 2) Delete the directory part and file name from the URL of the target page (actually it deletes the text part after '/' which exists after "http://") and search the rest of the target URL in hrefURL. 3) Delete the server name("www","www.*Y = ." (expressed in regular expression) and server names described in Table 4 ) and '.' after the server name from the URL left after conducting 2), and search the rest of the target URL in hrefURL. 4) Search the shortened domain of the target URL explained in the previous subsection in hrefURL.
·Extraction of Features
We use the Glover's method for extracting features from the anchor-related text. The process flow of the Glover's method is depicted in Figure 5 . It firstly builds the base word list and then extract features from anchor-related texts for each target page.
For building the base word list, the method firstly raises the words in all the anchor-related text used for the learning (Word list 1 in Figure 5 ). Then, it deletes low-frequency words from word list 1 (Word list 2 in Figure 5 ). Finally, it calculates the entropy loss and selects the top-t words for the base word list. Word w is considered as a low-frequency word when it satisfies the following condition.
Note that P is a set of positive data (original pages of the positive target pages), P w is a set of positive data including word w, N is a set of negative data (original pages of the negative target pages), N w is a set of negative data including word w, and τ is a threshold of frequency. Entropy loss is calculated as follows. Consider C is an event where a document belongs to a specific category and f is an event where a document includes a specific word w. When we do not consider the existence of the word w, priori entropy for C is calculated as follows.
e = −P r(C) logP r(C) − P r(C) log P r(C)(1)
Posteriori entropy e f for an event where a document includes the word w and posteriori entropy ef for an event where a document does not include the word w are calculated as follows.
Posteriori entropyé when considering the existence of the word w is calculated as follows.
Entropy loss E is calculated as follow.
Extracting features from anchor-related texts is as follows. Firstly, the system calculates the number of occurrences of each word in the base word list in the anchorrelated text extracted from all the original pages. It creates a word vector by conducting the normalization (actually dividing the number of occurrences of each word by the number of words in the anchor-related text).
Experiment
The objective of this study is to improve the classification accuracy by using the text (DOM-text) extracted by our extraction method explained in the previous section. Our extraction method extracts LSPs and USPs separately. We designate text extracted by our LSP extraction method as "LLT (Local-level extracted text)" and text extracted by our USP extraction method as "ULT (Upper-level extracted text)". We conducted the following three kinds of experiment using the system developed in the previous section.
(1) Experiment for comparing LLT (only using LLT for the classification) and ULT (only using ULT for the classification). (2) Experiment for analyzing LLT and ULT deeply. The first experiment clarifies that whether we can use LLT and ULT for web page classification and how much the difference exists between the accuracy performed from LLT and the accuracy performed from ULT. The second experiment clarifies which part of LLT and ULT contributes to the classification accuracy the best. LLT and ULT consist of several types of parts in a HTML documents. This experiment conducts a deep analysis of the relationship between types of text parts and classification accuracy. The third experiment clarifies which kind of ETS improves the classification accuracy the best among major ETS used in many previous studies. The remainder of this section describes dataset used in the experiment, experimental condition and experimental results.
·1 Data set
We collected pages as positive target pages from the following categories in Yahoo! Directory (we also show the number of collected pages). We collected 4942 pages as negative target pages from the other categories in Yahoo! Directory. Then, we collected original pages of the above target pages by using GoogleAPI. The number of collected original pages is about 2 million pages.
·2 Experimental condition
We used 5-cross validation for the experiment. We set 0.07 for τ (threshold of frequency) for selecting keywords. We selected top 1000 words for making the base word list based on their entropy loss. These values are same as the Glover's experimental condition.
We used F-measure for the positive classification as an evaluation parameter for the classification. F-measure is calculated as follows.
Note that the precision represents the ratio of pages which are correctly categorized into the target category to pages which are categorized into the target category. The recall is the ratio of pages which are correctly categorized into the target category to pages whose categories are the target category.
The parameter for SVM we used in the experiment is as follows. SVM type is nu-SVC. Kernel is radial basis function kernel. The degree in the kernel function is 2.
·3 Experimental result § 1 Comparison of LLT and ULT
The classification results of LLT, ULT and DOM-text (LLT and ULT) are shown in Figure 6 . The average Fmeasure for the all data set is 82.2 for LLT and 88.5 for ULT. We can see ULT contributes more to the classification accuracy than LLT. The average F-measure of DOMtext for the all data set is 89.2. Compared to using only ULT, using both of LLT and ULT achieves the better result. The results that ULT contributes more to the classification accuracy than LLT are perverse effects to us. At first, we thought that text existing near to the target anchor represents better the content of the target page than text existing further to the target anchor. However, when we saw the collected original pages, we found that most of the USPs represent the concept for the main theme of the target pages. We think that this feature contributes better to the classification accuracy especially for link collections. While some of the link collections explain each link in detail, others do not explain it at all. However, some of them show the category names or the objectives of the link collections in the top of the list. We think that those words are effective for the page classification. Figure 7 shows examples of link collection in pages which are not blogs. Figure 8 shows examples of link collection in blog pages. They are original pages of a target page "Animal Diversity Web". The left page in Figure 7 have a classification keyword "Animals" to the list. The right page has a keyword for large classification "Zoology: Internet Resources" and a keyword for small classification "General Gateways, Guides, and Databases". In Figure 8 , a classification word "Science Portal" and a classification word "NATURE" are provided to the left page and to the right page respectively. These words look useful for classifying the page to "Animals" category. ordered and un-ordered lists and tables. Therefore, in this analysis, we integrated LLT existing in paragraphs and LLT existing in <DIV> objects. We call these LLTs LLT Para. We also integrated LLTs existing in ordered and un-ordered lists and LLTs existing in definition lists. We call these LLTs LLT List. We call LLTs existing in tables LLT Table. We compared the classification accuracies when using LLTs, LLT Para, LLT List and LLT Table. The results are shown in Figure 9 . We found that only using paragraphs and DIV objects can achieve about 75% F-measure. F-measure of titles and that of tables are also good. However, combining paragraphs, lists and tables achieves the best result.
ULT consists of text parts existing in titles, headers, text portions above lists, and tables. We call each type of ULT ULT Title, ULT Header, ULT List and ULT Table. We compared the classification accuracies when using ULTs, ULT Titles, ULT Headers, ULT Lists and ULT Tables.
The results are shown in Figure 10 . We found that only using titles of original pages can achieve about 75% Fmeasure. Headers also contribute to the high F-measure. The F-measures of the text portions above the lists and that of the first row of the current and upper-level table are not so high. However using all types of ULT achieves the best result.
·4 Comparison of ETSs
We compared the following kinds of ETS.
• AT: Anchor text of the target anchor.
• All: The whole text in the original page.
• TP: The whole text in the target page.
• Fix25: Text in the fixed-window of 50 words around the target anchor.
• DOM-text: Text extracted by our method.
• Mix: Fix25 and ULT.
Note that Mix is the mixture of Fix25 and ULT. In other words, we use Fix25 instead of LLT for DOM-text. Figure 11 shows the results. F-measures are calculated in each dataset. It also shows the average of F-measures for all the data set. The average of F-measure of AT is 64.5. We think that the value became low because much information does not exist only in the anchor-text. The average F-measure of All and that of TP is 79.0 and 80.4 respectively. We think that the value of All became low because much noise information exists there. We also think that the value of TP became low because adequate keywords do not exist in some target pages.
The other three ETSs (Fix25, DOM-text and Mix) narrow down a text part which might be related to the target page. The averages of F-measures for these methods are higher than the previous ETSs (AT, All, TP). This result shows that adequate amount of information requires for the page classification (ETS should not be too long and too short text). In detail, the average F-measure of Fix25 is 87.6. The average F-measure of DOM-text is 89.2. We can see that DOM-text can slightly improve the page classification. However, the average F-measure of Fix25 is better than that of LLT. When we used Fix 25 instead of LLT for DOM-text (we mean mix (Fix25 and ULT)), the average F-measure became the best (90.4). It is better not to see the DOM structure for acquiring text part around the anchor and it is better to see the DOM structure for acquiring text part in the upper-level structure in the original page.
·Comparison of LLT and Fix25
Both of LLT and Fix25 include the target anchor directly. They have some overlap. From the results of the experiments in Section 5 ·4, Fix25 is better than LLT for the web page classification. We consider the reason in this section. We compare the number of words in LLT and Fix25. Figure 12 shows the result. We can see that the number of words is bigger in Fix25 than in LLT.
We consider the content of the difference between LLT and Fix25 in examples. We use the pages in Figure 7 and Figure 8 as examples. In these examples, the tar- Fig. 12 The number of extracted words for Fix25 and LLT get anchor is "Animal Diversity Web". In the left page in Figure 7 , Fix25 includes not only the item (target anchor) "Animal Diversity Web" but also text of the title of the link collection "Science" and "Animals". Also in the right page in Figure 7 , Fix25 includes the title of link collection "ZOOLOGY: INTERNET RESOURCES" and the smaller category name "General Gateways, Guides, and Databases". In the left page in Figure 8 , Fix25 includes "Science Portals" and in the right page in Figure 8 includes "NATURE". These words are not included in LLT.
We can say that Fix25 contains not only the explanation for only the target page but also the category of the link collection if the target anchor exists in the top of the link collection. When we compared LLT and ULT in the previous section, we found that ULT improves the classification accuracy more. This phenomenon happens also in Fix25.
Finally, in the experiment in Section 5 ·4, Mix achieves the best accuracy for the classification. We can see that using Fix25 instead of LLT is better for combining with ULT. This shows that Fix25 includes useful information which LLT and ULT do not have for page classification. Fix25 sometimes covers the other anchors. We think that this feature contributes to the classification accuracy. In the left page in Figure 7 , the anchor below the "Animal Diversity Web" is "Bat Conservation International". Keywords "bat" and "conservation" are related to the upperlevel category "animal". This means that the keywords of other anchors also contribute to the classification category. Other anchors existing near the target anchor do not always have keywords which might contribute to the classification accuracy. In Figure 1 , the target anchor is "Economics 102". But surrounding anchors are not related to economics. However, some of the surrounding anchors have important keywords for the classification. We think that this is a reason why combining Mix25 and ULT achieves the best accuracy. 
Conclusion
This paper studied the page classification using a machine learning algorithm and text in original pages of target pages. We compared several kinds of text part for the page classification. We compared (1) anchor text (AT), (2) the whole text included in all the original pages (All) , (3) the whole text of the target page (TP), (4) text in the fixedwindow of 50 words around the anchor (Fix25) with text extracted by considering the page structure (DOM-text). DOM-text consists of LLT (text part existing around the target anchor) and ULT (text part existing in the upperlevel structure in the original page). We used SVM as a machine learning algorithm in the experiment.
The result of experiment showed that ULT contributes more to the classification accuracy than LLT. It also showed that both using ULT and LLT improves the classification accuracy than using ULT alone. When we compare DOMtext and Fix25, DOM-text slightly improved the classification accuracy. When we used Fix25 instead of LLT for DOM-text, it achieved the best result. From this result, we can see that using text in the upper-level structure and the text of the surrounding anchors contributes to the page classification.
We found that in original pages adequate text parts representing the content of the target page and adequate text part representing the category of the target page are little bit different. We will examine what kind of text part will be effective for the page classification in detail in the future.
